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Abstract. The examination of steam turbine blade root fixings, disc construction

rotors and other critical parts requires highly sensitive UT and other NDT

techniques. Year-on-year, Siemens Energy improves the methods used for

component examination to help locate and determine the nature of any indications

which are found.

This  presentation  will  provide  an  update  on  the  latest  advances  in  NDT  tools  and

techniques which are used by Siemens currently including a discussion of the

interpretation of findings. For example, with today’s techniques, it is possible to

decide whether to operate or repair components with high confidence and it has been

possible to validate the safe operation of rotors for longer timescales.

Effective outage performance requires the optimized planning of outage activities.

NDT  tasks  must  be  carried  out  in  short  access  periods  without  compromising  the

quality of the results. These aspects will be discussed as well.

1) Introduction

The changing energy policy and the resulting reduction in the contribution of fossil fuels to

overall power generation is placing increasing cost pressure on fossil-fueled power plants.

These power plants must have a high degree of flexibility and availability. This can only be

ensured with regular and targeted preventive and corrective maintenance.

Nondestructive testing of the highly-stressed components of the turbine generator unitis a

key aspect of power plant inspections.  The cost-effective performance of nondestructive

testing requires test systems that enable testing of the affected components with the lowest

possible  disassembly and reassembly effort.  Nondestructive testing methods for Turbine

or Generator Service are characterized by the following requirements:

-  Qualified nondestructive testing method with high test sensitivity

-  Highest possible automation of testing to improve reproducibly

-  In-situ testing to minimize disassembly and reassembly effort

- Qualified & trained test personnel

As the anticipated damage mechanisms (High Cycle Fatigue, Low Cycle Fatigue, Stress

Corrosion Cracking) affect detectability of the corresponding damage, it is important that

the test method used be as well validated as possible. This means that the test method must

be tested under realistic conditions, and that it must be verified that the test method is

suitable for reliably detecting the discontinuities in question.

More info about this article: http://ndt.net/?id=19652
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If validation is not possible, the test method (if it is not a common standard test method

such as MT/PT) must be qualified on test blocks with artificial defects.

For years, the accredited test laboratory for nondestructive testing in Siemens AG/Power

Generation Services Turbine and Generator Service has been performing nondestructive

tests that were qualified in practical application before introduction and that have been

validated in practical implementation. Several examples of such test methods are  explained

in the following.

2) Testing of LP turbine shafts

Low-pressure  turbine  shafts  (LP  shafts)  are  part  of  the  rotating  components  of  a  steam

turbine generator unit and are subjected to high stresses due to their design and mode of

operation. There are various types of LP turbine shafts from different manufacturers. The

following types are distinguished:

- Forged monoblock rotors (forged from a single piece)

- Built-up rotors with shrink-fitted wheel discs

- Welded turbine shafts

While LP turbine shafts in conventional steam turbines with an output of < 1000 MW can

still be implemented as forged monoblock rotors, the dimensions of LP turbine shafts in the

turbine generator sets of nuclear power plants necessitate that they are currently

implemented either as welded turbine shafts or as builtup rotors.

In a builtup rotor, forged wheel discs are shrink-fitted on a spindle shaft.  The structure of a

turbine shaft with shrink-fitted wheel discs is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Nuclear turbine shaft with shrink-fitted turbine wheel discs

Turbine shafts with shrink-fitted turbine wheel discs must be subjected to nondestructive

testing at regular intervals to ensure the timely detection of any damage in highly-stressed

areas of the turbine due to operating stresses or unusual operating conditions.

In addition to nondestructive testing of the turbine moving blades and blade roots,

ultrasonic testing of the shrink fit seat areas of the turbine wheel discs is also important.

The  purpose  of  this  UT is  to  detect  discontinuities  (flaws)  in  the  seat  of  the  shrink-fitted

discs. Such flaws can be caused by stress corrosion cracking (SCC).
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2.1 Testing of Shrink-Fitted Turbine Wheel Discs

As a manufacturer of turbine shafts with shrink-fitted wheel discs, Siemens developed a

system for automated ultrasonic testing of shrink-fitted turbine wheel discs already in the

eighties. Wheel disc testing can be performed during turbine inspections in the power plant.

Testing  requires  that  the  turbine  shaft  be  supported  in  a  turning  unit.   The  test  system

enables ultrasound probes to be positioned at the wheel disc faces with a positioning

accuracy of +/- 1 mm in a 3-dimensional space. In testing, the entire area of the shrink-fit

seat as well as the antirotation devices (keyways or button drives) are investigated for

radially/axially oriented discontinuities.

To examine the entire hub inner surface of a turbine disk and its anti-rotation device, each

turbine disk hub is divided into several inspection zones (Fig. 1). The edge zones of the

turbine disks are examined using a dual-element search unit, whereby  a search unit is

coupled at a specified position on the side of the turbine disk, and operates according to the

pulse-echo method. The center zones of the turbine disk are examined using the pitch-and-

catch technique, whereby a search unit is positioned on each side of the turbine disk (one as

transmitter, one as receiver). The search units have to be positioned precisely in relation to

each another, so that the ultrasonic beam reflected by the crack can be correctly received.

Before each examination, the turbine disks to be inspected are subjected to graphic analysis

to determine the number of inspection zones, the positions of the search units on the sides

of the turbine disk, the beam angle, skew angle, etc.

Fig. 2: Scanning positions in UT wheel disc testing

Complete examination of ten turbine disks, for example, on a low-pressure turbine rotor

involves around 200 inspection zones and approximately 240 search unit positions. To

satisfy the requirements regarding the angle of incidence on the reflector, in particular, for

angle beam scanning with 45° incidence on the reflector (exploiting corner effect) or with

normal incidence on the reflector, a different beam/skew angle combination is used for

every inspection position. To minimize the required number of search units, a special

search unit design was developed in which search units with specified beam angles are

placed in housings with predetermined skew angles, so that all beam/skew angle

combinations are possible.

The different techniques which can be deployed in ultrasonic examination are as follows:

∂ Angle beam scanning with normal incidence on the reflector:
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∂ Angle beam scanning exploiting corner effect

∂ Straight-beam scanning:

∂ Time-of-Flight Diffraction (TOFD) Technique  (1)

Before ultrasonic examination of turbine disks on a turbine shaft could be deployed for the

first time, a calibration block was used to demonstrate that all flaws oriented in an axial-

radial direction (as occurs in the case of stress corrosion cracking) could be reliably

detected in the shrink seat area. A calibration block was fabricated, with a profile identical

to a real turbine disk. Reference reflectors were machined into the hub hole area and over

the entire inside surface of the hole.

The examination techniques were successfully qualified in the late 1980’s. Since then, more

than 160 ultrasonic inspections have been carried out on disk rotors

Meanwhile a 7-axis manipulator of 3
rd

 generation is used for the mechanized UT inspection

of rotor disks. Since the disk design is different depending from the OEM, the manipulator

has to fulfill several requirements.(1)

2.2 Inspection techniques for special design features of Turbine

Wheel Discs

In addition to the turbines in nuclear power plants, a number of conventional steam turbines

with wheel-disc designs produced by various manufacturers in the 70s and 80s are also

currently in operation. The mechanical/technological properties (notched-bar impact

ductility, fracture toughness) of the wheel discs produced in the 70s and 80s are far lower

than current typical values.  This results in more stringent requirements for the testing of

older turbine shafts. Smaller defect sizes must be reliably detected in the ultrasonic testing

of shrink-fitted wheel discs in such turbine shafts. The antirotation devices between the

discs (so-called button drives) represent a special testing challenge. Relative rotation of the

discs under operating stresses is prevented by a positive locking connection with a pin that

engages in axial holes in two adjacent discs. A further antirotation design option for shrink-

fitted wheel discs is the implementation of fitted keys in the hub hole.

  Fig. 3: Antirotation devices between turbine wheel discs using button drives (left) and

fitted keys (right)

Testing of shrink-fitted turbine wheel discs is determined primarily by the design of the

discs. Testing can be impeded by constrained accessibility of the test system to the discs;

compliance with a radius of the wheel disc face determined by the ultrasonic test method
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used as well as any existing geometric hindrances (e.g. balancing weight bores in the wheel

disc). This can result in incomplete coverage of the entire shrink-fit seat area as well as the

antirotation devices.

Fig. 4: Turbine shaft with shrink-fitted turbine wheel discs with button drive antirotation

devices

Ultrasonic testing of shrink-fitted turbine wheel discs must be considered individually

since the design of the antirotation devices differs depending on the turbine manufacturer.

The axial holes in the discs for the button drives (so-called peg holes) must be

investigated for possible incipient cracking around the entire circumference of the hole.

Testing of the described peg holes represents a challenge due to the restricted accessibility

for ultrasonic testing. The test method absolutely must be qualified on calibration blocks

with identical geometry to obtain information on the potential capability of the test

method to detect defects around the entire circumference of the peg holes.  Multiple

ultrasonic test methods are available depending on the geometry of the wheel discs as well

as the configuration and dimensions of the peg holes.

The peg holes can be investigated for potential cracks around their entire circumference

using all of the ultrasonic test methods available.

Fig. 5: Calibration block with peg Hole Fig.  6:  Results  of  phased  array  UT

investigations on calibration block

With its experience from 174 automated wheel disc tests on turbine shafts from various

turbine manufacturers, Siemens Energy Service has developed a procedure using the latest

manipulator and ultrasonic test methods satisfying the most stringent engineering

requirements for testing highly-stressed turbine wheel discs with the requisite test

sensitivity.

2. Examination of casing joint bolts

Casing joint bolts are designed to hold together the top and bottom halves of the turbine

casing and ensure absolute leaktightness. To enable this, the bolts are heated (using an
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induction or flame heating process) during assembly. The shrinkage that occurs during

cooldown generates a preload in addition to the mechanically applied torque. (2) Figure 7

shows casing joint bolts of a steam turbine.

Fig. 7: Casing joint bolts of HP steam turbine       Fig. 8: Newly developed manual

scanning system for inspecting joint bolts

The enormous stresses prevailing in the preloaded casing joint bolts create favorable

conditions for incipient cracking in the first load-bearing thread turns. Such cracks can lead

to loss of leaktightness, leakage and possibly deterioration of turbine-generator

performance.

For this reason, nondestructive examination of casing joint bolts is recommended during

steam turbine overhauls (1).

Siemens Energy Service has been performing automated UT on casing joint bolts in the

installed condition since 2001. This eliminates the need to remove the bolts.

The highly-stressed area of the bolts is in the engaged thread area. The bolts absolutely

must be removed if this area is to be examined using conventional surface crack testing

methods (MT). The test method which has been applied since 2001 enables testing of the

bolts without necessitating their removal.

This is done by performing a helical scan in the heating bore using an ultrasonic probe with

a manipulation system, testing the highly-stressed thread area for the smallest possible

incipient cracks.

The inspection system consists of a dual-axis manipulator which guides the ultrasonic

search unit via a shaft. Data transmission is via a sliding-contact connection with a digital

ultrasonic device.   Approx. 120 turbine inspections have been performed over 15 years, in

which the described test method was used for UT on casing joint bolts. These have

provided a comprehensive knowledge base.

which  was  used  to  elaborate  the  requirements  on  the  test  system.  The  test  method  was

modified as a result. These requirements are as follows:

- Reduction in required equipment

- Improvement in test sensitivity

- Testing of bolts in the horizontal condition
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The test method was modified with the focus on achieving a more competitive, cost-

effective and flexible option than the previously implemented test method. Analysis of the

requirements resulted in the development of a partially automated phased-array test

method. The UT phased-array test method was qualified on calibration blocks with natural

cracks in the area of expected indications. This test method uses with a manual scanner for

manipulation of the probe. Neither a motor-driven manipulator or motor control are

required. The manual scanner was fabricated using modern manufacturing methods such as

rapid prototyping. Horizontally installed bolts (e.g. valve bonnet bolts) can also be tested

using the new test system without difficulties, while they could only be tested to a limited

extent with the previously used test system (due to the size of the test system). The new test

system was successfully implemented during a turbine inspection on a saturated steam

turbine in a nuclear power plant.

3.  Summary

The described examples show which requirements are placed on nondestructive test

methods for Turbine and Generator Service. The test method absolutely must be qualified

on calibration blocks with identical geometry to enable testing on highly-stressed turbine

components (including those with a high potential for damage in the event of failure).

Advanced manipulation systems in combination with phased-array UT technology enable

efficient and reliable nondestructive testing of highly-stressed turbine and generator

components. Modern manufacturing methods (rapid prototyping) offer great potential in the

development of specialized manipulators.
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